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Farmers face poor harvests after record dry spell Gene-defect
Ben Webster Environment Editor

The past ten months were the driest
July to April for southern England since
records began more than a century ago.
April was “exceptionally dry” with
some parts of southern England and
eastern Scotland receiving less than a
fifth of average rainfall, according to
the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology
(CEH), which has records dating back
to 1910. Farmers could face poor harvests and aquatic wildlife will suffer
because of low river flows and dry soils
this summer, it added.
Water companies said that the

ground was so hard that much of the
rain in recent days and downpours
forecast for today might not reach aquifers and reservoirs, some of which were
much lower than normal.
The CEH said that “extensive water
restrictions are unlikely this year”, although there could be problems in
some areas depending on rainfall in the
coming months.
The report comes after the Environment Agency downplayed concerns of
drought, saying that the country was
not experiencing critically low supplies.
Nevertheless, Affinity Water, based in
southeast England, has issued advice to

customers about conserving water
before the summer.
A spokesman for the industry body
Water UK said: “Water companies are
working with the Environment Agency, businesses and farmers to minimise
any potential impacts to people and the
environment should the dry weather
continue.”
The National Farmers’ Union (NFU)
is advising members how to use water
wisely to prevent crops from being
damaged by the dry weather. Paul
Hammett, NFU water resources specialist, said: “Farmers can and do act
early to improve their prospects of cop-

ing with prolonged dry periods by using
water-saving devices like effective use
of irrigation equipment, science-based
soil and water management, and irrigation best practice.”
Surface water flooding could affect
some roads in London and East Anglia
in the rush hour this evening, after the
Met Office forecast up to 30mm of rain
in a three-hour period.
A Met Office spokeswoman added:
“Showery conditions are expected to
continue into the start of next week for
many before becoming more settled
with fewer showers from mid-week.”
Weather, page 57
GLYNDEBOURNE

Looking sharp The Present is Just a Point will be among the works by the sculptor Nick Hornby at the Glyndebourne Festival, which features several art exhibitions

Police accused of perjury over
‘machete and bomb’ terror case
Fiona Hamilton
Crime and Security Editor
Duncan Gardham

A police worker in charge of an
undercover terrorism investigation was
accused yesterday of perjuring himself
after it emerged that he met his team in
secret while they were giving evidence
in the case.
Simon Hussey, who ran the undercover team, was accused of holding
meetings at a hotel in central London
after the start of the Old Bailey trial of
four men accused of plotting a machete
and pipe-bomb attack.
The suspects, who called themselves
the Three Musketeers, are accused of
having a meat cleaver with the word
“kafir” (infidel) etched into the blade.
Weapons were found in their car by
undercover police officers, the court
has been told.
Mr Hussey’s evidence was halted
three weeks ago while forensic examiners went through his phone and that of
three other members of his team. He

had told the court that he had not met
or communicated with one of the
officers, called “Vincent”, while he was
giving evidence.
The defence yesterday accused him
of perjuring himself because Mr Hussey and his team had driven to London
together from Birmingham, exchanged
texts and had breakfast at their hotel.
The team of undercover officers had
already held meetings to prepare for
the trial at the Hilton motorway service
station on the M6, the jury was told.
Mr Hussey told the court yesterday
that they never spoke about the case
while Vincent was giving evidence. He
said: “I don’t characterise [staying in
the] same hotel as [a] meeting. We
would have seen and acknowledged
each other.
“I answered it at the time in total
honesty on the basis I have not contacted Vincent in relation to this case.
There’s no hiding that we travelled together and stayed in the same hotel. We
did not discuss the case.”
Defence lawyers claim that the group

Khobaib Hussain,
top left, Mohibur
Rahman and
Naweed Ali, left,
claim undercover
officers planted
weapons found
in their car

was framed by undercover officers who
they say planted the weapons during a
covert operation in Birmingham on
August 26 last year.
The court heard yesterday that Vincent told Mr Hussey that he would put
on an “Oscar performance” in the witness box. He wrote in a text message
that other members of his team

thought that he was an “old school dinosaur” but said that he was not too old
to “twirl” the suspects and “put them
away for a long time”.
In the deleted message from March
24, two days after the trial opened, Vincent wrote: “That was useful today . . . but once again it made me
realise again . . . I wouldn’t have
wanted anyone else on the end of the
phone. The situation we find ourselves
in with [the British security service] is
not ideal (understatement) either way
I’m even more determined to put in an
Oscar performance when I get in that
box.”
Steve Kamlish QC, for the defence,
said that “twirling” meant “making it
something that it isn’t”.
“That’s what your boys did in this
case; they spun these boys, these defendants,” he said. Mr Hussey denied it.
Naweed Ali, 29, Khobaib Hussain, 25,
and Mohibur Rahman, 32, are accused
of plotting with Tahir Aziz, 38. All four
deny preparing acts of terrorism.
The trial continues.

mother wins
right to sue
Frances Gibb Legal Editor

A woman has won the right to sue doctors who failed to tell her that her father
had a hereditary brain disease before
she gave birth to her own child.
She discovered afterwards that she
also had the gene for Huntington’s disease. Her daughter, now seven, has a
50 per cent chance of having inherited
the incurable degenerative disease.
The woman, in her 40s, maintains
that she would never have given birth
had she known about her father’s condition. He did not want to tell her
because he feared that she would kill
herself or have an abortion.
In a landmark challenge, she will
seek to sue her father’s clinicians at
three NHS trusts for negligence in failing to inform her. A judge in the lower
courts had previously struck out her
case, saying that the clinicians owed her
no “reasonably arguable duty of care”.
The case will involve judges redefining the confidential relationship
between doctors and patients, after the
Court of Appeal judgment.
The woman, who is protected by an
anonymity order, has said previously: “I
live every day knowing I’m gene positive. My young child also has a 50-50
chance of inheriting the disease and
will have to live with this legacy. It will
be her decision at 18 whether she wants
to be tested but given the choice, I
would never have inflicted this on her.”
The woman’s father displayed signs
of aggression and, several years ago,
shot and killed her mother. He had
Huntington’s disease diagnosed two
years after being convicted of manslaughter. When doctors asked permission to tell his daughter, who was pregnant, about his diagnosis, he refused.

Social media
spreads fear,
says Charles
The Prince of Wales emphasised the
need for “cultural connectivity” as he
described how fears of difference were
being “stoked and spread through
social media”.
The prince was speaking at the opening of the new building of the Oxford
Centre for Islamic Studies (Ocis), of
which he has been patron since 1993.
He called for calm reflection and open
dialogue across faiths.
“There has perhaps never been a
greater need for cultural connectivity,”
he said. “In the world in which we
now live, with fears about ‘the other’
— whether that be Sunni, Shia,
Jew, Christian, Yazidi, Hindu or
Buddhist — stoked and spread
through social media, and amplified
by those who would seek to suppress
understanding, rather than promote
it, there is an urgent need for calm
reflection and a genuinely sustained,
empathetic and open dialogue across
boundaries of faith, ethnicity and
culture.”
He added: “We need to rediscover
and explore what unites rather than
what divides us. And that involves a
recognition that we have all learnt from
each other and should continue to
do so. No one culture contains the
complete truth.”
The Ocis, a recognised independent
centre of Oxford University, promotes
the academic study of Islam.
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Nick Hornby, Muse Offcut #1 , 2017, Bronze, 400 x 120 x 100 cm , Edition of 3 + 2, courtesy the Artist and Travis Hansson Fine Art.

LEWES. - Glyndebourne nnounces Sculpture (1504-2017), a solo presentation of new monumental works by British sculptor
Nick Hornby. The collaboration , a first between Glyndebourne and the artist, coincides with the 2017 summer season of opera
and will remain on display until August 27th 2017.
Sculptures are on display in the gardens and the house. In each piece Hornby has hybridised key historic artworks. Visitors to
Glyndebourne may recognise in Hornby's work fragments of Michelangelo, Rodin , Brancusi and Matisse.
Hornby's works are meeting points between digital technologies and the legacies of sculpture, alongside an astute critique of
art history. His sculptures are created through complex processes, involving both high-tech production methods and traditional
handcrafted techniques. Both the computer and hand are put to use to create large-scale silhouettes and extruded forms in
bronze, marble or resin . These art works provide shifting perspectives and viewpoints (both physical and metaphorical) of the
art object, and the histories it is tied to.
Several of the works relate to the subject of portraiture. A rust-covered corten bust is derived from a single leaf found in a 1951
Matisse Cut-Out, the resultant shape folds upon itself and is Baroque in character. Carved in Carrera Marble, a large cubist-like
head uses three eighteenth-century busts on view at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London - key figures in art history
(patron , artist and muse) as starting points. Another from the series is cast in bronze and stands four metres tall.
Hornby models his chosen subjects digitally, overlapping them to create composite virtual objects that reveal and play with the
forms and associations of each bust. Carved by computer automated machines, cast by hand and professionally fabricated,
the busts' very production , complicates the relationship between authorship and craftsmanship, and assembles a whole cast of
characters as a means to question the extent to which the artist has ever been the sole proprietor of creation.
Other works relate to the tradition of figurate sculpture. In the landscape, the silhouette of a standing man (Rodin's The Age of
Bronze) has been shaped into a slender abstract sculpture (Brancusi's Bird in Space). In this work Hornby explores the
narrative between Brancusi and the plinth , and the placement of modern sculpture in the landscape in order to "step off the
pedestal. " Hornby has used industrial processes force the figure into the shape of Brancusi's abstract sculpture.
In The Present Is Just a Point, on view in the Organ Room , Michelangelo's famous sculpture of David has been extruded to a
single point. Standing 9-ft tall and comprised of half a ton of 150-micron marble dust, the apotheosis of human perfection is
reduced to zero, and the impeccable curves and relaxed contraposto are stretched to their endpoint. The horizontal extrusion
is upturned and seems to balance on its very tip; but a boulder supports its weight allowing it to pivot upright. Rather than
shipping a boulder from a quarry, Hornby commissioned a traditional stone carver from Carrera, Italy, to come to London and
model a rock in terracotta at his studio. The perverse humour of modelling rather than carving something that could have been
quite easily found is also echoed in the nod to the fragility of single point perspective.
Situated by the lake, God Bird Drone also extrudes the oulline of Michelangelo's David ; at over 12 feet, the sculpture
converges at a single point. The silhouette of David 's canonical and classical body lies horizontal, flush with the ground , visible
only from above , by birds, gods, and drones. The figurative perfection of Michelangelo's sculpture is juxtaposed against
Platonic ideals of geometry, with David's body repositioned in the contemporary moment, where the technologies of satellites
and drones bring new viewpoints to these relationships.
Accompanying the sculpture is a video of the work shot from above by a surveillance drone. The sculpture designed
specifically for this bird's-eye view, and as such inverts the 'man on a plinth' monument, which is traditionally viewed from
below. The video will be available on YouTube, accessible via smart-phones, and disseminated by social media, revealing
Michelangelo's outline dropped like a Google pin (the hallmark of contemporary travel) in the landscape.
Drawing together historical artefacts and contemporary and traditional production processes, Hornby's works establish an
expansive and complicated network of production , labour, representation and interpretation.
Hornby says: "This stunning Jacobean house is powered by a modern wind turbine. Its an inspiring juxtaposition - the classic
geometries of England Renaissance architecture alongside the smooth and curvilinear rotor blades of the turbine. The pieces
I'm bringing to Glyndebourne are about art history and narratives, but also , form and engineering."
Gus Christie, Executive Chairman of Glyndebourne, said : "Hornby is a young sculptor whose interest across art, architecture
and music is expressed in these stunning sculptures."

NICK HORNBY

LIZ LARNER

Churner and Churner,

Regen Projects, Los Angeles

New York
Some art works are so porous towards
As the five-century arc of Its title would
suggest. NiCk Hornby's exhibition at Churner

and Churner. 'Sculpture. 15010-2013: made
no bones about Its ambitIOn. even by means
of a few, d,sereet works. Cast in marble resin
composite and rippling like taut. cream-

coloured muscle, its central sculpture. The
Present Is Just a Point (2013), swelled to lill
t he gallery spactl with a prod igious V-shaped
vector, unfurling upward from the eponymous
point of its ti tle. Seemingly preca rious in its
perch upon that sharp roost. t he sculpture
drew support from bot h a large supporting
rock and an internal aluminium rod . If the
work's marmoreal solemnity and prodigious

scale call to mind some ancieot monument.
its form - by turns geometric and undulatmg.
calcified and biomorphic - conjures up a

decidedly modl3fn presence. Soanng. sleek
and aerodynamic, It resonates With some
of Lues BuvoIi's sculPtural vectors In resm.
which play upon the early 20th century
futUrist obsession With flight.
The Present Is Just 0 PoInt. howevef.
conceals at Its top the deckledly un-futurist
form of Mlchelangelo's DcMd (1501-04).
whose profile is traced by the lines Issuing
from the plece's pointed base, sanded and
polished to subtle gradations, The lokeness
appears only gradually, OII8rshadowed upon
first glanca by the sculpture's brash. outSiZed
abst raclIOn, The lumpy, unformed slab
supporting the sculpture likewise recalls t he
rough-hewn texture of M ichelangelo's Slave
scul ptu res - t hough, in light of the t itle's
'150,,' book-end, it is David whose precedent
looms most urgently_ Hornby's initial Idea
for the work was sparked by a viSit to
london's Victoria and Albart Museum, With ItS
extensive collection of plester casts, rangmg
from Trajan's column to Renaissance and
Baroque masterpieces, Anything but a further
cast. the work invokes the tradition of plaster
modelling only to warp its expectatlOfls,
The exhibition was completed by e ff!W
other notable pieceS, Including the bronze
sculpture, My Nose GfOW$ Now (2013)
suspended m the ceotre of a bo~-like steet
frame.A human profile appears here flattened, distended and grooved into an almost
anamorphic vision: from certain angles It
resembles an arch,tecturel entablature, while
from othafs It seems like somethmg glompsed
streaking by in a blur. Both the cage and
the figure's prodigious nose st ir up Albarto
Giacomelll's precedent, though not to the
exten t of snuffmg out Hornby's originality,
The contrast between the frame's static
propriety and a human likeness warped (by
speed? by lyrical license?) into near-abstract
fo rm is errestmg in its own right,
St rik ing, too. were the series of lerge,
digital photogrephic prints, Bock Towords Flat
(2013), which take as their raw material Henri
Mat isse's SUite of bronze reliefs called The
Bock (1909-30). The original bronze series
depicts a woman as seen from behind, and
simplifies an e_preSSive contrapposto to
an increaSingly squat trunk of a body. cleaved
by a plungmg braid. Hornby's images have

further pared back Matisse's figure to
near-abstract form, shorn even of a head,
and reduced - in t he final frame - to a
bisected torso, perched still upon Its shallow
ledge. The Similarity to Matisse's Original
bronzes provides an alibi for Hornby's posthumous interven t ion, one that takes t he
master's e_a mple se riously, Several of
Hornby's sculptural works from recent years
bring literary allusion into t hree dimensions.
whether the bronze Tile Horizon Comes (Ted
Hughes) (2011) or Vanity working on 0 weak
head produces evety sort of mlsch'6f (Jane
Austen) (2011), This recent body of work
seems more predominantly concerned With a
rigorous approach to subtractive fOfm. and a
play between corporeal figuration and
genoetric abstraction, The results SO far have
been outstanding.
ARA H, MERJIAH

,
Nick Homily
~ Prtunt r. Ju.t g Poinl.
2013, rN'bIo ,..in
compos,te Ind alum'nium.
],6"]>1.2m
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mgntlc, 2013,

.,,"mi<:, .po")'

meanong, so senSitive to atmospheric
conditions and the fingerprints of discourse,
that we must be careful what words we use
on them. Language can indelibly tarnish
objects. liz Larner's bast sculptures have
always been hard to talk about Wi t h suffi(ient
delicacy, none more so than t he ceramic
tab lets which dominated her seven t h solo
exhibition at Regen Projects since 19S9,
These objects seem disarmongly Simple,
Each is a hunk of clay rolled out to a fat
fongers thi ckness. f ired and coated with Pigment and glossy epoxy resin . Similarly coated
are ceramic but tresses that allow the tablets.
when hung like paintings, to hover a ff!W
centimetres aWfrI from the waiL Arra~ at f1'IB
height around Regen's unsympathetICally large
main gallery, these modestly scaled slabs
walt demurely for viSItors to approach, As you
move through the space. theycome alive; their
reflectrve sorfaces broadcast thelf dents and
Cl'acked edges. and iridescent pigments cause
them to nash, dramatically, between colours
- from teal to sage green to rose ponk to inky
black and brown - from one angle to the next.
Most significantly, howevef, only one 1$
a straightfotwardlyflat panel. Some have
vertical, V-shaped indentations. while others
crease outwards from behind, Three are
what Lamer terms 'subduct ions': slabs that
have been cut, or broken. in the middle and
then mounted so that one half slightly OYerlaps the other, There is shadow, then daylight.
batween the two halves as you move around
the sculpture.
How hard It is to describe these objects
without resorting to simi les.l!'s tempting to
compare them to black mirrors, switched-off
televisions. animal hides or skateboard decks,
even - but. in each case, the allUSion serves
only to constrict the sculpture's specifiC qualIty, Larner herself is not innocent in thiS regard,
She assigns each category of work a tltte
according to Its form: mantle {2013} is a flat,
outrageously pink and purple lozenge, while
viii (coesuro) (201,,) pocket's up to reveal a !Urquoise-painted crack. Between the two terms.
we begin to perceive Lamer's fusion of geology
and poetry in her own conception of these
works, Subduction, too. is a geoIOSiCal word
(for the moment when one tectonic plate
rT'IOYBS beneat h ItS neighbour), while t he liter·
ary terminology cont inues With titles such as
inflexion and ii (passage) (both 2014).
I don't know how useful it is to think of
sculptures such as i (subduction) (2014) in
terms either of l iterature. geology or the body
(which is t he next, obvious association wa iting
to attach it self to t hese d impled, scarred and
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Nick Hornby: ‘Sculpture (1504-2013)’
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Nick Hornby’s small solo show in
REPRINTS
Chelsea — just four new works, three
sculptures and a set of photographs —
is a concise look at a sweeping trend in
contemporary sculpture. Mr. Hornby,
who also has a piece in the Museum of
Art and Design’s new survey “Out of Hand: Materializing
the Postdigital,” is among the many young artists who take
advantage of computer modeling.

In the show’s centerpiece, “The Present Is Just a Point,” he uses digital imaging to extrude
the profile of Michelangelo’s David, as if he were squeezing the sculpture through a mold.
He then casts this obviously computer-generated form in marble resin composite and
stands it on its pointy end next to a more traditionally modeled boulder, as if it were a
giant ice cream cone missing its scoop.
A set of digitally manipulated photographs titled “Back Towards Flat,” meanwhile,
continues the gradual flattening of sculptural volume in Matisse’s serial bronze reliefs
“The Backs.” Picking up where Matisse left off, with a squarish female nude bisected by a
long ponytail that trails past her buttocks, Mr. Hornby teases the two halves of the figure
apart and further dehumanizes them so that we’re left with two abstract pillars. Lovers of
Matisse know that he struggled to decide when a work was finished, so there’s a kind of
impertinence behind Mr. Hornby’s tribute.
These works are quietly stimulating, unlike many other examples of digitally reworked
masterpieces. Then again, maybe that is a function of their modest setting, in one of
Chelsea’s smaller galleries; you have to wonder what would happen if Mr. Hornby had the
budget and space of, say, Matthew Day Jackson at Hauser & Wirth.
A version of this review appears in print on October 18, 2013, on page C25 of the New York edition with the headline: Nick
Hornby: ‘Sculpture (1504-2013)’.
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Nick Hornby. Sculpture (1504-2013)
19 September - 2 November 2013 at Churner and Churner Gallery, New York.

Nick Hornby, Sculpture (1504-2013), Installation view

Churner and Churner is pleased to present the first solo U.S. exhibition of British sculptor Nick Hornby. “Sculpture (15042013)” brings together three new works by the artist, each of which circumnavigate his enquiry into citation and abstraction.
In The Present Is Just a Point, Michelangelo’s David has been extruded to a single point. Standing 9-ft tall and made from
half a ton of 150-micron marble dust, the apotheosis of human perfection is reduced to zero, the impeccable curves and
relaxed contrapposto of David stretched to their endpoint. The horizontal extrusion is stood erect balancing on its tip,
supported by a boulder in the same way historic figures are braced by adjacent rocks or conveniently placed tree trunks. In
an inversion of the process of carving (removing) to a gesture of modeling (adding), Hornby commissioned a traditional stone
carver from Carrera, Italy, to come to London and model a rock in terracotta at his studio.
David’s face appears in a second work, this time mirrored upon itself at a degree angle to make a new compound face. The
result is an anamorphosis, the face skewed so severely that it is recognizable only from an acute angle. This Pinocchioesque
head is suspended in a bronze cage, much like that of Giacometti’s Nose. In both the resin and bronze versions, the profile
becomes an unsettling moment of aggression, not quite the gun-shaped sculpture of Giacometti, but a startling disfiguration
of beauty.
Finally, Hornby departs from his more typical gleaming white curves with nine photographs. Hornby has digitally manipulated
Matisse’s The Backs (1909-31) in order to extrapolate hypothetical future iterations beyond Matisse’s works, themselves a
progression further and further into abstraction as the modeling of flesh gave way to geometric forms. In Hornby’s
simplification, the relationship between figure and ground, already at stake in Matisse’s production, falls away, and the
compromised forms collapse not into difference but repetition. Unlike the exclamation point of The Present Is Just a Point, the
grammatical comparison here would be the ellipses, a subtle fade to black. The trickster makes this world.
Nick Hornby is a British artist living and working in London, England. He has exhibited in the UK, the US, Switzerland,
Greece, and India, including Tate Britain, Southbank Centre, Fitzwilliam Museum, United Kingdom; Eyebeam, New York; and
The Hub, Athens Greece. His most recent exhibition, with Sinta Tantra, was at One Canary Wharf in 2013. Hornby was a
2011 artist in residence at Eyebeam, New York. Other residencies include the ICIA (Mumbai), and theFleischmann
Foundation (Slovakia). He has been awarded several Prizes including the Clifford Chance Sculpture Prize, RBKC Artists’
Professional Development Bursary, the Deidre Hubbard Sculpture Award, and the BlindArt Prize; and he was shortlisted for
the inaugural Spitalfields Sculpture Prize and the Mark Tanner Sculpture Prize. His work has been featured on Artforum.com,
Wired, Conde Naste Traveler, and Out, among others. He has a special commission permanently sited at the Andaz 5th
Avenue, New York, and the Poznan-Lawica Airport, Poland, as part of the 2012 Third Mediations Biennale. Hornby’s work
will be on view at the Museum of Art and Design, New York, in the exhibition “Out of Hand: Materializing the Post-Digital,”
from October 14, 2013 through July 6, 2014.
Churner and Churner Gallery
205 10th Ave at 22nd Street
New York (NY) 10011 United States
Tel. +1 (212) 6752750
info@churnerandchurner.com
www.churnerandchurner.com
Opening hours
Tuesday – Saturday
From 10am to 6pm and by appointment
Published: Thursday, 3 October 2013
Article by:
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Brancusi & Brain Waves: 3-D Printing Goes to the Museum
BY Stephanie Strasnick POSTED 10/07/13

An exhibition at the Museum of Arts & Design showcases how 3-D printing is growing up--and
getting personal
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ow comfortable is the term ‘comfort’?” asks Ron Labaco, a curator at the
Museum of Arts and Design in New York. His question is in reference to
the 2010 creation Brain Wave Sofa by Lucas Maassen and Dries Verbruggen from the
Belgian design team Unfold. For the piece, Maassen used an electroencephalogram
(EEG) to monitor his brain waves while he closed his eyes and thought of the word
“comfort.” Software translated the data into a three-dimensional image, and the
designers programmed a computerized milling machine, called a CNC mill, to carve a
foam replica of that image to use as the foundation for the couch.
Brain Wave Sofa is one of more than 100 pieces featured in “Out of Hand:
Materializing the Postdigital.” Opening at MAD on October 16, the exhibition
showcases works of art, fashion, furniture, and architecture that have been constructed
with 3-D printing and CNC milling devices.
Some of the most dynamic pieces allow visitors to experience firsthand how these
technologies work. For François Brument’s Vase #44 (2009), museumgoers are
encouraged to speak into a microphone that uses a special algorithm to translate a
voice into an image of a vase. The height, width, and texture of the vase are determined
by the speaker’s volume and the duration of speech. Tim Knapen collaborated with
Unfold to create a virtual pottery wheel for the interactive piece l’Artisan Électronique
(2010). Sensors enable participants to manipulate a simulated mound of clay on the
spinning wheel, and then a ceramic 3-D printer will generate their creations.

Richard Dupont’s Untitled (5), 2008, pigmented polyurethane resin.
COURTESY CHERYL GOLD.

Even though these high-tech artworks are incredibly contemporary, several pieces derive from 19th- and 20th-century art history. For
Nick Hornby’s 2010 I never wanted to weigh more heavily on a man than a bird (Coco Chanel), the British artist used a computercontrolled hotwire to combine Brancusi’s Bird in Space and Rodin’s The Walking Man into one sculptural mash-up. And for the
sculpture Perfect Forms—begun in 2010 and exhibited for the first time in this show—Barry X Ball employed 3-D scanning and
sculpting techniques to create a highly refined mirror image of Umberto Boccioni’s Unique Forms of Continuity in Space.
By including such a wide range of objects, Labaco hopes to demonstrate that 3-D scanners, 3-D printers, and CNC mills have become
more accessible to the general public. “This technology, which seems so futuristic, has actually been in use in the last decade,” he says.
“It’s all around.”

Marble resin composite, paint
300 x 240.9 x 75.1 cm
© Nick Hornby & Sinta Tantra
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Marble resin composite, paint
98 x 75 x 44 cm
© Nick Hornby & Sinta Tantra
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TantraHornby (not to be confused w ith the author) and Indonesian colorist Sinta Tantra’s
British
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collaborative exhibition, “Sculpture At Work,” is currently on view through March 15 at One Canada Square in
Canary W harf – a major business district and public space in Tow er Hamlets, London. No stranger to contemporary
art, Canary W harf has a decade-long history of commissioning aw ard-w inning art programs and installation, including
a 300-meter bridge designed by Tantra in 2012. Hornby and Tantra, w ho met at the Slade School of Art over ten
years ago, w ere already considering a collaboration w hen they w ere approached by Ann Elliott, chief curator at
Canary W harf. Despite the differences in how they make art – Hornby w ith monochromatic sculptures and Tantra
w ith vibrantly colored murals and installations – One Canada Square became the ideal setting for a series of
collaborative sculptures that activate an otherw ise muted, utilitarian building.

W hitewall recently spoke w ith Hornby to learn more about his collaborative process w ith Tantra and upcoming
projects.
WHITEWALL: When you met Tantra at Slade School of Art, did you ever imagine a future
collaboration?
NICK HORNBY: Sinta did painting and I sat on the fence betw een sculpture and fine-art media. In school, w e
didn’t often cross paths and I’ve tended to be a little suspicious of collaborative practices and never for a second
thought I w ould become one.
WW: Your use of color and form is very different from Tantra’s, but you both are attentive to
symmetry, pattern, and geometry.
NH: I agree, but it’s hard to pin dow n. From an art historical perspective our mediums, subject matters, and
references are w ildly different. Sinta explores her identity as an Indonesian w oman through color, pattern, and
pop culture references, w hereas I reference modernist sculpture, classical architecture, and platonic solids. But
peculiarly, I think w e do share an aesthetic sensibility.
WW: What was the collaborative process like between the two of you?
NH: It w as fantastic. I trust and respect Sinta enormously, but to begin w ith, w e spoke different languages–and
often smiled at each other in blank confusion. Then in an almost Neanderthal w ay, w e developed a vocabulary of
crude w ords and art references: doing a “Matisse Snail,” or a “Malevich Floater.”
WW: The objects in “Sculpture At Work” are very vibrant. How did you two decide on color choices
and designs to complement Canary Wharf’s monochromatic environment?
NH: Since w e w ere w orking on top of pre-existing sculptures, w e decided to w ork w ith Sinta’s pre-existing
palette. Our goal, in terms of color and design balances, w as not to present a solution per se, but to make
objects that pose some of the various questions that have arisen throughout studio research–surface, illusionistic
space, and pattern. In the future, w e hope to start from zero and co-author both object and image w ith shared
rationale.
WW: You and Tantra have both made public art installations. Did this enhance the process?
NH: I think very much so. Artists w ho make w ork in the public domain have to be organized about everything
from producing sw aths of documents and scale draw ings, to guaranteeing artw orks against decay. We started in
our usual manner – emailing each other designs – but as our vocabulary w as limiting, w e needed to w ork directly

on the objects in the round. So, w e produced the w ork ourselves in-house, in a rather ad-hoc, low fi w ay of
doing, making mistakes, and re-doing.
WW: Cesar Pelli, the designer of One Canada Square based the design of the building on the similarly
industrial World Financial Center, which was also the tallest building in the U.K. until 2010. With this
in mind, how did you design a plan for such a distinctive building?
NH: Initially w e looked at the site’s history, current use, formal qualities, but decided not to make w ork linked to
any of its narratives. That said, w e did make one piece as a literal intervention into the fabric of the building. Vast
columns clad in marble that house the lift shafts support the entire tow er. In collaboration w ith the photographer
Sylvain Deleu, w e made an enormous 50 foot photographic Trompe L’oeil of a Chevron protruding from the w all.
WW: The present is just a point (2012), your shortlisted proposal for the Victoria and Albert Museum,
appears to be a new direction for your work, the sculpture points down from the ceiling and deals
with a metaphysical subject more so than your public installations. What was your process in
designing this proposal? Is it a hint at the direction of upcoming work?
NH: That extremely simple gesture w as the solution to an extremely complicated brief. The cast courts at the
V&A contain over 700 years of texture, ideas, and histories, all on display in one room. I w anted the sculpture to
engage w ith the narrative of the cast collection, but also to deal w ith the physical specificity of the location, a tall
gallery w ith a glass roof. This sculpture did both, and also w orked in a w onderfully interactive w ay w ith the
audience. After seeing this enormous and dramatic w hite object, you are draw n to w alk underneath the point
w here you look up and see the iconic outline of Michelangelo’s David framed by the sky. David represents the
apotheosis of the grand narrative of human perfectibility, all moving to a single point. This object simply extended
that idea into physical space. It plunged David through a digital algorithm, and reduces him to a pinpoint.
In the future, I w ould like to try to pare things dow n. I’m still trying to find that knife edge betw een the raw and
the cooked.

Born in 1980, Nick Hornby often works in pure monochromes. Masters such as Rodin, Brancusi, and Calder
influences him. His interpretive design process involves elaborate line drawings and digital models, which enable
him to deconstruct the master sculptures he references. His work raises awareness about authorship while
combining historical and contemporary approaches to address the handmade and technological and the original
with the interpreted.
He has exhibited internationally at prestigious institutions such as Tate Britain in London and The Hub in
Athens. His awards include the Clifford Chance Sculpture Prize, the Deidre Hubbard Sculpture Award, and the
Blind Art Prize. In 2009, he was shortlisted for the first Spitalfields Sculpture prize and the Mark Tanner
Sculpture Prize. Additionally, his work has been featured in Artforum and Dazed and Confused, and ES
magazine has described him as “The New Gormley.”
He lives and works in London.

July 11, 2012

Nick Hornby: Uniquely Referential (VIDEO)
Posted: 04/ 4/2012 7:26 am

Nick Hornby is intelligent. When interviewing the young British artist one gets the sense that
his words are not only considered, but important, picking up on everything, and resulting in our
interview resembling more of a linguistic dance than a simple exchange. He is unmistakably
informed about the world and his craft, having attended both Slade and Chelsea College of
Art. His knowledge of theory and art history are specifically what currently define his work -stark white futuristic sculptures that, upon closer inspection, are actually hybrids of various
existing artistic references. Crane.tv visited Nick's monastic studio to find out more about this
most modern artwork.

Upon first inspection of Nick Hornby's sculptures they appear to be entirely abstract. But take
a turn around the figure and, as if by magic, images or as Nick puts it, "quotations", will reveal
themselves. In the pure blankness of his unusual white material -- something that gives the
impression of marble but is in fact as light as a feather -- one can find Rodin, Brancusi, Frink
or any other image he has decided to capture. The result is uncanny -- an object that conveys
nothing and everything simultaneously.
The creative process is
in itself complex and
specifically tailored to
add to the final effect.
Hornby traces and
scans the works that
he has chosen to
reference in the piece.
These
are
then
translated into 3D. He
explains, "there's no
deterioration from the
objective quotation that
happens when I take
the initial image ...
Once the algorithm is
made it is a 3D file which is then cut out by a rather amazing company that carves the hulls of
super yachts".
The point of all this, he
tells us, is to "remove the
personal subjective" as
much as possible. The
further
removed
the
sculpture is from the artist
himself, the purer the
experience of the viewer.
This idea is not new. It is
echoed in art and literary
criticism, depending on
which theoretical school
of thought you belong to.
In his 1967 essay, The
Death of the Author,
Roland Barthes said that,
"to give a text an author is to impose a limit on that text". By applying such stringent methods
of separation in the creation of his work, Hornby is attempting to remove its limitations.
In many ways he is
giving more to his
audience. His pieces,
though they may seem
at first to be cold and
alien,
are
actually
highly
linked
to
humanity. Though he
would never want to
identify
a
specific
artistic intention he did
comment briefly on the
purpose of the work
saying that viewers
may
see
a
link
between
themselves
and the sculpture. When they question the ideas and references behind the sculpture, then
perhaps see that it is "an ad mixture of multiple ideas", they then might think to themselves
that maybe they themselves "are an ad mixture of multiple ideas."
The application of superior technology and use of material in an artistic field; the display of
years of art history on a seemingly blank figure; the artist's destruction of self and emphasis
on wonder and curiosity within the viewer; the fact that this is just one phase of work in a
career! These prolific factors make it clear that the artist Nick Hornby is much more than just
intelligent, he is a true innovator and an exciting talent to watch grow.
Text by Angelica Pursley
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Nick Hornby, sculptor
How much does your job dictate what you wear?
In my studio I can get covered in dust and mess. In theory, I have work clothes and
non-work clothes. In practice, everything gets a bit messy.
Jumper, £495, by Pringle
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Nick Hornby, sculptor
What’s your favourite piece of clothing, and why?
Acrimson scarf bought when I was in Tangiers 10 years ago. It’s served as pillow,
blanket, napkin, rope…
Shirt, £185, by E Tautz, from Mr Porter
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British artist Nick Hornby’s Old Shapes, New Brutality is a new monumental sculpture commissioned for the Mediations Biennale 2012 in

AAJ Press

Poznań, Poland. Sited at the new Poznań-Lawica Airport, it is inspired by the architecture of Poznań – in particular, three buildings from

AAJ Press on facebook

the city – the renaissance town hall, a neo-classical church and a modernist circular tower.
Brutality and beauty, hunger and hybridity: in British artist Nick Hornby’s recent commission for the Mediations Biennale in Poznań,
Poland, the forgiving forms of a renaissance town hall, a neo-classical church, and a modernist circular tower collide in an irreverence
and an abstraction of architecture. An overwhelmingly circular structure, augmented by vestigial porticos and by the interstitial scarring of a
process of mapping form upon form, Old Shapes, New Brutality (2012), composed in brilliant white and adorned with a self-referential

Art & Architecture
Art on the Underground
Art-Public

blue stripe, stands auspiciously sited at the entrance to the Poznań Airport, itself the vision of architect and project co-commissioner Peter

artconnexion

Barełkowski. Hornby’s work, conceived during a research residency at the Eyebeam Center in New York City, explores a candid drive on

Artichoke

the part of the artist to utilize form as hypothesis, employing a three dimensional manifestation of the Boolean operation (the convergence
of data sets, often represented in a binary, whose initial propositional logic is meant to result in a yes or a no—an outcropping of decision

Arts Catalyst

theory). Yet architecture does not respond to true or false. A façade, though it may predict power or culture, the very manifestation of the

Artsadmin

icon, provides no parlance to right or wrong, save in Alberti’s postulations or DaVinci’s proportional demands. What is produced, even
proposed, by this monumental sculptural challenge to perception and horizon is a dissolving, in the pursuit of process, of any presumed
necessity of a pre-thought image. What results is at once accidental and intended, citational and authored, meta-modernist and the very
act of deconstruction—the formal darling of iteration and chance.

Bienal del Chaco
C-Lab
Cittadellarte – Fondazione
Pistoletto
CultureCritic
Cultureshock Media
David Barrie
ENPAP

Art re-orders the world. In Hornby’s previous work, also applying an investigative structure, the artist utilized the self-same citation mode
in the name of invention. Through computer modeling and later hand rendering, Hornby melded the silhouettes of busts from the Victoria
and Albert Museum, demanded a Barbara Hepworth commune with Rodin’s Man walking, and even created an archival record between
the common Victorian table leg, an automobile axle, and the sculptural remains of the cinema classic Star Wars. Such is the assault on
the icon which is Hornby’s oeuvre: a method of violent de-contextualization conflating the artifacts of absorbent kitsch and high modernity,
or high modernity and low-classicism, whereby nothing is sacred—hybridity always produces transgression, even horror, in the
production of forms as yet or previously unknown. However, Hornby’s recombinant efforts violating the DNA of visual culture are never
horrific, but rather always err on the side of beauty, an uncanny elegance, whose very brutality exists at the limits of the referential. His is
an art which manifests the promises Robert Morris proclaimed in 1969; an art that is, Of disorientation and shift, of violent discontinuity
and mutability, of the willingness for confusion even in the service of discovering new perpetual modes—this is the verbal applied to
seeming static form.
And yet, Hornby’s present work, Old Shapes, New Brutality, surpasses even Morris’s pledge. In terms of a process he calls metamodernity, the artist comments “After a year of doing it with sculptures (modern or historic) I made a turn to architecture”, in a simple
statement which is anything but. For if architecture implies the production of peopled places, ever sullied by a humanity which would
inhabit them, so does Hornby’s interruption of architectural space by sculptural practice advance the fetishization of a post-human
perspective, of dissolution, of void. Like the gaping emptiness which occupies the center of the work itself, this work at once heralds
absence and calls forth a hunger for new forms demanding to be filled. It is for the viewer to decide what to consume.
Brooke Lynn McGowan, 2012

The curators for the project were Denise Carvalho and

Tomasz Wendland, in cooperation with the Poznań-Lawica Airport, and the airport

architect Peter Barełkowski. This is the second commission for public art within the 3rd Mediations Biennale 2012 in Poznań
Nick Hornby, born in 1980, is a British artist living and working in London. Awards include the Clifford Chance Sculpture Prize, RBKC
Artists’ Professional Development Bursary, the Deidre Hubbard Sculpture Award, the BlindArt Prize and he was shortlisted for the
inaugural Spitalfields Sculpture prize and Mark Tanner Sculpture Prize. A sculpture is sited at Andaz 5th Avenue, New York, and a
commission is in progress for One Canada Square, Canary Wharf in 2013.
Images: Nick Hornby. Old Shapes, New Brutality, 2012. Painted aluminium, 157.5 x 157.5 x 59 inches . Poznań-Lawica Airport, Poland
Nick Hornby. An early version of Old Shapes, New Brutality. Exhibited at The Return at The House of the Nobleman, London 2011
http://www.mediations.pl
http://www.nickhornby.com/
Exhibition: The Return at The House of the Nobleman.
http://aajpress.wordpress.com/2011/10/26/3567/
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feat ur ing
Nick Hornby

Nick Honlby is a British artist living and
working in London. He is most known for
his larh'e white sculptures wh ich have been
ex hibited in Tale Brita in, Southba nk
Cenlre, Fitzwilliam Museum, and inlernationally in New York, Greece and India.
You can see work I>crmanentIysited in the
main reception of Andaz 5th Avenue, New
Yo rk, and Sony BMG HQ in Lo ndo n.
Nick's work straddles hi-tech and traditional carving techniques. He makes multifaceted works by hybrid ising references
and carving oul their overlapping shallCs.
He has just completed a research I}Os! at

Eyebeam centre for Art and Technology in
New York toslrelch his im'estigations into
the rea lm of Architecture. If previously he
had been mixing Rod in , Bra ncllsi, a nd
Moore, imagine now ca rving out the White
I-louse with the cross·section of the Guggenheim, the floor plan of Downing Street,
Fall ing Water, the Villa Sa\'oye, or MeDonaids Golden Arches; nothing sacred or oul
of bounds. Look forward to seeing these
architectonic sculptu res in the Polish Biennale 2012, and later al One Canada S<luare,
Ca nary Wharf, London in 20 13.
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SCULPTURE AS NARRATIVE
by Simon Todd

Nick Hornby, Atom v. Super
Subject, 2010, at Alexia Goethe
Gallery, London

Nick Hornby, Transition from
Thinking to Dreaming, 2009, at
Alexia Goethe Gallery, London

Nick Hornby, If I held you any
closer I would be on the other
side, 2010, at Andaz 5th Avenue
hotel, New York

The young British artist Nick Hornby (b. 1980) was
recently touted as "one to watch" by the Evening
Standard, and so naturally I hastened along to
take a look. He’s definitely on the go, having
enjoyed a sellout solo show at Alexia Goethe
Gallery in London, and landed a large commission
for the deluxe Andaz 5th Avenue hotel in New York
City that has just opened to the public. He was also
recently nominated for the inaugural £45,000
Spitalfields Sculpture Prize, and has three large
works in a sculpture survey that the British Council
opens in Athens on Oct. 1, 2010.

ST: Another work of yours that no longer exists is
an enormous sculpture of a castle that was part of
the 2008 London Festival of Architecture. It was
bought by David Roberts Foundation but rotted and
is now gone forever. Isn’t that problematic?

Nick Hornby carrying Tell Tale
Heart through the canals, 2008,
for the London Festival of
Architecture

My works are about entrenched narrative. The
newer works are cast in a synthetic marble so they
don’t rot. It is literally marble frozen in time, as in
the classical material from Italy ground to a dust
and suspended in resin.

New Yorkers can also visit "Patrons, Muses and
Professionals," a series of sculptures on view at
Eyebeam in Chelsea, Sept. 23-Oct. 16, 2010. At our
meeting, Hornby looks serious, is dressed in black
and is carrying a large coffee with his laptop.
Simon Todd: You've exhibited in Tate Britain, at
the Fitzwilliam Museum, and a Dover Street gallery.
Why now a boutique hotel in Manhattan?
Nick Hornby: The Andaz 5th Avenue is quite a
magical hotel -- slightly Wizard of Oz. For example,
in the lobby they’ve eliminated the front desk and
instead you’re greeted by two guys carrying iPads
to seamlessly check you in. The space is very open
and dissected by vertical shutters and pathways. To
some extent my sculpture mirrors the interior -- it’s
a seemingly complicated shape, a 12-sided
dodecagon. As you walk around it you start to see
glimpses of things you recognize. Faces, outlines,
shapes snap into view.

Nick Hornby carrying Tell Tale
Heart through the canals, 2008,
for the London Festival of
Architecture

Nick Hornby, If I held you any
closer I would be on the other
side, 2010, at Andaz 5th Avenue
hotel, New York

I love the idea of single objects filling in for an
array of other objects -- Swiss Army knives,
computers, department stores, filing systems,
catalogues, poems. I like to read digests and
summaries. When I was at school I was taught to
read a book and condense it to notes, condense
those notes to a handful of sentences, and then to
just words, and finally just the book’s title.
ST: What’s the sculpture’s title?

ST: You’ve described the works themselves as
"synthetic" and also as "genetic-hybrids." In
September’s Frieze magazine, Jörg Heiser talks of
"super-hybridity." Is that an accurate description of
your work?
NH: Not necessarily. Maybe this work is the result
of new technologies, the internet, "facebooking,"
digital consumption, but I think in my case it’s
more autobiographical. My questioning of
authorship is more to do with trying to pinpoint
what I inherit, what I accumulate, and what I can
create. I mix and unmix, trying to isolate raw
ideas, atoms, ingredients, and cook up new things.
ST: Your works are handmade, and their surfaces
scratched and dusty, but the objects are almost
sci-fi. You employ computers and robots to
generate the pieces. This seems to be a surreal
contradiction.

ST: What is it that you see?
NH: The sculpture is multifaceted. It contains the
outline of six iconic silhouettes taken from the
surrounding area -- for example, it includes the
bowed head of the Gertrude Stein statue in Bryant
Park, Barnett Newman’s Broken Obelisk from
MoMA, the huge urns from the steps of the New
York Public Library across the street, and a star
from the American flag.

NH: It was designed to decompose -- that was part
of the narrative! For six months it floated in a pond
in a mini-nature reserve in the heart of an urban
development. That nature reserve was created by
water from the canals that were instrumental in
industrializing Britain and creating the manmade
landscape that now entraps the park. The castle
wasn’t a monument, but a way to tell stories.

Nick Hornby, Tell Tale Heart,
2008, at the London Festival of
Architecture

NH: Absolutely. I’m interested in the legibility of
traditional labor versus the opacity of mechanical or
electronic labor. We can understand the blows of a
chisel on a Michelangelo sculpture, but can’t quite
imagine what happens behind the Google logo.
ST: What follows this trip to New York?

Nick Hornby, Walking in Our
Mind, 2009, at Southbank
Centre, London

NH: I’m engaged in designing a sculpture for a
space that doesn’t yet exist -- only knowing the
space via conversations and abstract ideas. I’m
working on another future architecture project still
under development. First I’m headed to Athens for
a group exhibition, "Props, Events & Encounters" at
the Hub.
ST: It seems apt for you to visit Greece, the
authentic origin of your synthetic marble.
NH: Yes, the classical figure on a stone plinth,
rather than my meta-sculpture on a computer
cube.

NH: If I held you any closer I would be on the
other side
ST: Do you want the viewer to be able to recognize
your source material?
NH: I’m trying to find that place between the raw
and the cooked –- to make each object appear to
have its own rationale, but also be unstable enough
to unfold and reveal its origins.

Nick Hornby, Untitled 727

Nick Hornby, 2010

ST: For your MA show you built a life-sized lateral
section of a 727 airplane, a kind of circular
sculptural object, which blew over in the wind two
hours before the opening. (Since then, it’s been
refabricated and installed at Sony HQ in London.)
But was the original event part of a plan to
implicate the viewer in the role of "gossip-monger"?

Nick Hornby, 13 [an iteration of
his 727 sculpture], 2008, at the
Chelsea Parade Ground

SIMON TODD is Artnet’s UK representative.

NH: I’m interested in sculptures as devices to tell
stories. It is important to draw people in and
capture their imagination. The 727 was standing in
the morning, and gone by the time the exhibition
opened to the public. Only a photograph taken at
dusk remained, and the rumor. We do have a
tendency to fill in gaps and create meaning. The
sculpture of the 727 in its absence is more powerful
than as an object alone. As a composite of six
different things, the Andaz sculpture becomes a
puzzle to be solved. At the core of my practice is an
interest in interpretation and how artworks are
read.
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See multiple works ofart in one with NickHornby's contemporary sculpture mash ups
NickHornhy'sworkmightlookfamiliar,Butthat'sverymuchthe
point. Each segment of his casts reveals an iconic piece of modem
sculpture - "a quotation", says Hornby(picrured belowalongside The
Horizon Comes). As the viewer circles the works, the recognisable
fragments dissolve and create a new form. "All that matters is
what the viewer gets from it," says Hornby. "The dream is someone
recognises and says it looks like a Rodin. But yesterday someone
said one piece looked like an elephant."
Hornby. 30, starts each piece with a very specific reference,
either photographs he takes at the V&A's cast gallery or a page
from Herbert Read's 1964 opus, Modern Sculpture. He traces

these images on a computer and creates a CAD render - "a very
long process offorcing things together which don't necessarily
fit". The composite of three cut·outs produces a six·sided shape;
each source reveals two perspectives. The components are carved
from an expanded rectilinear polystyrene block with a hot wire,
"almost like an instant classical sculpture", explains Hornby. He
then rebuilds the pieces with an internal structure, before casting
the final, assembled sculpture in traditional plaster.
Expect more pers pectives when he exhibits at Leighton House
Museum in west London from July 24, exploring the history of
artists' studios in the area. TC

nickhornby1 log-out
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“Unto$This$Last”
RAVEN$ROW
56$Artillery$Lane,$
May$20–July$25
This-exhibition-takes-its-title-from-an-impassioned-essay-by
the-great-nineteenthUcentury-art-critic-John-Ruskin-that
considered-the-social-effects-of-capitalism.-Ruskin’s-seminal
text-helped-to-spawn-the-Arts-and-Crafts-movement-in
Britain,-which-advocated-the-primacy-and-democratization-of
design-and-craft.
“Unto-This-Last”-does-not-illustrate-Ruskin’s-or-the-Arts-and
Crafts-movement’s-philosophy-so-much-as-point-to-the
increasing-prevalence-of-contemporary-artists-who-ally-craftU
related-techniques-and-disciplines-to-Conceptual-and-postU
Minimal-orthodoxies.-The-eight-participating-artists-are-of
different-generations,-operate-in-varied-contexts,-and-have
achieved-disparate-levels-of-exposure,-and-the-highlights
are-many.
Alice-Channer-has-a-particular-interest-in-abstracting-fashion
prints-or-clothing––here,-elastic-waistbands-are-cast-in
aluminum-to-suggest-smoke-rings.-Meanwhile,-Isabelle
Cornaro-creates-sculptural-still-lifes-that-are-made-with-a
technique-used-by-French-Renaissance-ceramicist-Bernard
Palissy-for-his-brightly-hued-plates-with-animal-reliefs.
Alice$Channer,$Inhale,$2010,$two-powderU
coated-cast-aluminum-waistbands,-each-12-x-8”.
Though-unglazed-and-uncolored,-Cornaro’s-gray-plaster
tableaux-share-the-strange,-even-macabre-qualities-of
Palissy’s-work.-For-her-ongoing-series-“Common-Knowledge,”-2007–,-Sarah-Browne-subverts-a
widespread-hobby-of-wealthy-nineteenthUcentury-women-by-pressing-flowers-in-philosophical-or
sociological-books-and-including-each-book’s-title-at-the-foot-of-each-image.-One-of-the-show’s-chief
delights-is-the-way-the-artworks-correspond-with-flourishes-in-the-cornices,-fireplaces,-and-decorative
moldings-of-this-gallery’s-whitewashed-eighteenthUcentury-spaces.—"Ben"Luke
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Florian-Pumhösl
“Rethinking-Location”
Arturo-Herrera
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Luis-Camnitzer
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Angel-Vergara-Santiago
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Nick$Hornby
ALEXIA$GOETHE$GALLERY
7$Dover$Street
May$21–July$9
The-young-British-artist-Nick-Hornby-produces-alchemical
structures:-lanky,-white,-marbleUdusted-sculptures.-He
blends-familiar-artUhistorical-echoes-from-Rodin,-Calder,
Newman,-Hepworth,-and-Moore.-“Atom-vs.-Super-Subject,”
the-title-of-his-latest-exhibition,-reveals-a-battle-wherein
individual-fragments-seem-to-both-succumb-to
monumentality-and-resist-absorption-into-the-whole.
Plundering-the-canon,-Hornby’s-formal-amalgamations
reflect-on-modernism.-He-deploys-the-metaphor-of-food,-as
if-following-a-recipe-passed-down-through-generations,-but
approaches-it-like-modern-fusion,-altering-expectations.
Beginning-with-an-assemblage-of-familiar-forms,-he-arrives
at-a-new,-seemingly-futuristic-articulation.
To-create-the-works-seen-here,-Hornby-used-a-fabrication
method-typically-used-to-construct-luxury-yachts:-a-precision
cutting-technique-that-achieves-curves-and-distinctive,-bold
forms.-Crisp-yet-organic,-and-vibrating-at-the-edges,-these
tactile-surfaces-shimmer.-The-sculptures-are-in-a-state-of
flux:-Circumnavigate-one-and-different-angles-reveal
emergent-references.-The-spectator-is-drawn-into-a-web-of
sensual-and-alluring-visual-play,-resulting-in-visceral
pleasure-or-giddiness-in-this-phenomenological-experience.
Here,-Hornby-affirms-that-it-is-the-viewer-who-completes-the Nick$Hornby,$The(Broken(Man,$2010,-marble
resin-composite,-118-x-68-x-25”.
work-by-approaching-and-encircling-it,-perhaps-while
recalling-a-memory.-It-is-thus-a-game-of-art-history-but-also
an-unraveling-of-our-inner-balance.-Hornby’s-confluence-of-perspectives-defines-him,-as-do-his
education-and-the-art-history-he-has-learned.-The-show-is-to-be-unfolded-like-a-sexy-centerfold,-but-the
revelation-of-cognitive-dissonance-is-disquieting.—"Kathleen"Madden
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NICK HORNBY

Talented sculptor Nick Hornby talks to Dazed Digital about his new Alexia Goethe
exhibition, site-specificity and autobiography.
Text by Becky Hunter | Published 28 May 2010
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Eyes Wide Open
© Holly Falconer, 2010

In 2009, Nick Hornby produced a bold series of interventions at
Tate Britain in response to the ‘Altermodern’ triennial, then worked
with the SE1 United community group to contribute the sculpture
‘Walking in Our Mind’ to the Royal Festival Hall, complementing the
Hayward’s major summer show, ‘Walking in my Mind’. Nick has
recently worked in New York, Bratislava and Mumbai, and is the
recipient of the RBKC Artists' Professional Development Bursary.
His latest solo show, ‘Atom Vs Super Subject’ opened last week at
Alexia Goethe Gallery....
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Dazed Digital: Talk us through the concept for ‘Atom Vs Super
Subject’.
Nick Hornby: ‘We are the hollow men/We are the stuffed
men/Leaning together’ (T. S. Elliot, The Hollow Men). If previous
shows were about convoluted narrative-processes (using a car to carve Victorian table legs, or
a castle floating along the canal past the zoo), then this one is about cooking: finding a place
between the raw and the cooked. Initially, I’d say the show is about origins and reproductions,
quotations and recapitulations... But it’s not really about text or ideas; it’s about form, that
insanely old-fashioned idea of how we feel when next to a sculpture.
DD: What else are you doing?
Nick Hornby: I’m working with fantastic people: Leighton House, initiated by Liane Lang, and
curated by Brooke Lynn McGowan, and Eyebeam in New York curated by a polyglot of an artist
Joe Winter.

Word To Mother at Stolen
Space Gallery

David LaChapelle Expo

How The Light Gets In
The Metamorphosis: Cheyco Leidmann
This Los Angeles
South Africa Special: FOKOFPOLISIEKAR

DD: Working in multiple media, are you restless at heart or a ‘medium is the message’
artist?
Nick Hornby: I'm uncomfortably self-aware of the interplay between my-self and my practice.
Am I restless at heart? Yes. But I'd like to be thorough and rigorous, setting questions,
following them through. In terms of ‘medium that fits the message’, yes, but I'm also a little
suspicious of artists hopping onto media without spending time with them. I hugely respect
traditional skills but I don't want to allow specialization to threaten new ideas. I like (while being
aware of its cliché status) the mode of working: research / hunter-gatherer / formulate question
/ determine frame / test question / make / test-make / generate further questions, etc.
DD: You’ve worked with the Arthur Fleischmann Museum (Bratislava) and the Institute of
Contemporary Indian Art (Mumbai). How do travel, language and location figure in your
practice?
Nick Hornby: Ah funny - in this context your word ‘travel’ echoes of Altermodern. I don't think
I'm that. My work is deeply autobiographical. The period in Bratislava came about because of a
close personal friendship with Joy Fleischmann who for the last 15 years has been an
inspiration in her passion her late husband’s work. My trip to India was short but profound - my
great grandfather was a civil engineer in India, and then my mother's father was a tea-planter in
south India and my mother grew up in the Anamalai Hills. So I have a complex relationship to
colonial Britain, intellectually at odds with my autobiography.
DD: What’s your new studio like?
Nick Hornby: I hate to use these words - but it’s a "pop-up" studio. I've worked as an events
porter - we would set up huge meals and parties, for film premieres, in a matter of hours, then
take everything away that same night, leaving little trace. Likewise, I find the temporary studio
really liberating.
DD: Site-Specificity: you’ve developed works for a New York hotel; Tate Britain’s
permanent galleries; Spitalfields sculpture shortlist; Salford Quays shortlist…
Nick Hornby: Hmm. You’ve made it sound like a coherent list! I am very interested in Site,
particularly in terms of the work’s reception context, whether institution, public domain or luxury
hotel. All spheres open up very different questions - and provide different opportunities. Public
Art is very dangerous territory, subject to so many limitations, bad reputations and brief
requirements. I’d like to have a go at it myself. I imagine I will fall into the same traps that other
artists do, but I'd like to try to get my head around it. Bump.
‘Atom Vs Super Subject’, Alexia Goethe Gallery, 21 May – 9 July, 2010.
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Photos courtesy Ron Arad Architects

MAVERICK UNMASKED
The first major survey in the UK of
internationally acclaimed design maverick
Ron Arad is now on show at Barbican
Art Gallery. Ron Arad: Restless explores
three decades of Arad’s designs from his
early post-punk approach of assembling
products from ready-made parts to his
exclusive and highly polished sculptural
furnishings. Familiar, mass-produced
pieces, such as the now classic Tom Vac
chair, feature alongside bold architectural
designs in a dramatic exhibition that utilises
cutting-edge LED display technology on
show until May 16. Visit barbican.org.uk.

DESIGN LEGEND: Ron Arad
and (left) his Tom Vac chair.

THE SPACE BETWEEN
Emerging London artist Nick Hornby is one of eight artists shortlisted for the
inaugural Spitalfields Sculpture Prize. Nick’s work features a large-scale, multifaceted sculpture that merges six aspects of Spitalfields – an area with a rich, diverse
and overlapping history – that become visible as one walks around the piece. A solo
exhibition of Nick’s new work opens at the Alexia Goethe Gallery in May featuring
sculptures of cast jesmonite and resin. Generated by intersecting extruded cut-outs,
which are rotated and distributed around 360 degrees, the space between the forms is
intrinsic to Nick’s process and the audience experience. Visit nickhornby.com.

PUBLIC ART: Nick’s untitled entry
for the Spitalfields Sculpture Prize.
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On The Up

London's got.

• •

Our capital is the most vibrant and fertile cultural kindergarten on
earth, and there's a new generation gaggingto prove it. Simone
Baird asks threetalentedjudges- Lauren Laverne, Noel Clarke
and JonnyWoo-to introducetheirbrightestyoungsparks, while
Time Out critics unearth the best ofthe new breed, many of
whom you can check out atthis weekend's On The Up Festival at
the Vortex (see page 30). Portraits Phil Fisk and Andy Fallon

Art
In New York and Pa.lis it's begrudgingly conceded that London hasone
of the best young art scenes anywhere, thanks mainly to our strong
coHege system. And as the market
for art seems to outstrip every hedge fund going,
the possibilities for prodigies to have their Kork
shown (first at end-(}f-degree shows and then in
commercial gaHeries) as a prelude 10 building a
decent career seem better than ever.Ossian Ward
Nick Hornby, 28, sculptor

Nick Hornby sculpts the impossible, from a life-si7.e slice of a m shown at Selfridges to his pink
Disney castle currently floating in King's Cross.
'Anticipation' is at the Ultra lounge of Selfridges
until Sunday and Tell Tale Heart' is in Camley
Street Natural Park.
Tom Price, 35, conceptual designer

A Bri.xlOn toy who graduated from the Royal College of Art 's product-design course. henow creates
chairs from plumbing pipes. and lampshades
from 3D scans of a Jightbulb's emissions. His
designs can be seen in 'Personal Freedom Centre'
atHalesGaHeryinOctober.
Bettina Buck, 34, recyclerofraw objects

A German sculptor of everyday materials such
as latex and carpet. which become uncanny figures and othenvorldly objects. Bettina Buck's
first London show. 'Flexing Brown'. is at RokebyuntilAugust31.

alllllOr) IOdoall artist~· ralk lI'ilh me. We'd
been el//ailing since his publicist rafher
angrily rang lip a gallery /was peljormillg ill
roaskwhaftll(YIl'ere playingar, alld I've
beell inviled and IIninvited IO variollS
glamorous meals al The IVY(!lw since.'

July31 August6200B www.timeout.comjJondon15

I grew up…
…with the impression that Hornby was not a common surname. There were no Hornbys at my school, nor at
college. Twiggy’s real name is Leslie Hornby, but not a lot of people know that, and there were no other famous Hornbys. Later, when I became a teacher, and met hundreds of kids, there was not a Hornby amongst
them.
$QGWKHQIRUVRPHEDIÁLQJUHDVRQDIHZ\HDUVDJRLWVHHPHGWRFKDQJH,PHWDVWXGHQWIURP,WKLQN(Ginburgh University, who told me that she was at college with a Hornby – a Nick Hornby. I chuckled merrily
DQGVLJQHGDERRNIRUKLPEXWWKLV1LFN+RUQE\KDVVLQFHJRQHRQWREHDGRFXPHQWDU\ÀOPPDNHUDQG
HYHQWKLVSURIHVVLRQZLOGO\GLVVLPLODUIURPP\RZQKDVFDXVHGFRQIXVLRQ7KLV1LFN+RUQE\PDGHDÀOP
about something terrifyingly serious – possibly Serbian war-crimes – which was broadcast on TV, and the
/RQGRQ(YHQLQJ6WDQGDUGSUHYLHZHGWKHSURJUDPPHE\QRWLQJWKDW´1LFN+RUQE\ $ERXW$%R\ GLUHFWVµ
I am sure that this sudden leap in tone and subject-matter intrigued a great many people.
And then it started to get really confusing. A friend emailed me to say that he wouldn’t be able to come to
P\UHDGLQJLQ'HSWIRUG6RXWK(DVW/RQGRQ²DUHDGLQJ,NQHZQRWKLQJDERXW+HGLUHFWHGPHWRDZHEVLWH
advertising the event, which did indeed say that I would be appearing at a venue there, and reading from
new work. I contacted the people responsible, and told them that I knew nothing about the event; they told
PHWKDWLWZDV1LFN+RUQE\WKHDUWLVWZKRZRXOGEHUHDGLQJ ,VWLOOKDYHQ·WIRXQGRXWZKDWKHZDVUHDGLQJ
WKLVDUWLVWRUZK\
Since then, Nick Hornby the artist and I have been in touch via email, partly because Carey Mulligan, the
VWDURI¶$Q(GXFDWLRQ·LVRQHRIKLVEHVWIULHQGV$QGLQ-XQHZHDUHJRLQJWRDSSHDUWRJHWKHULQFRQYHUVDWLRQDWDQHYHQWKRVWHGE\WKHODZÀUP&OLIIRUG&KDQFH1LFN+RUQE\WKHDUWLVWLWWXUQVRXWLVWDOHQWHGDV
well as young, and Clifford Chance have invested in his work. Sooner or later he will become more famous
WKDQPHDQGSHRSOHZLOODVNPHLQVKRSVZKHWKHU,·PKLPDQGLWZLOONLOOPH%XW,·PORRNLQJIRUZDUGWR
meeting him properly. I shall tell you how it goes.
1LFN+RUQE\WROGPHLQFLGHQWDOO\WKDWDWDZHGGLQJUHFHQWO\KHPHWDQRWKHU1LFN+RUQE\´$Kµ,VDLG
´7KHGLUHFWRUµ´1RµVDLG1LFN+RUQE\WKHDUWLVW´+H·VDQDUFKLWHFWµ1LFN+RUQE\WKHDUFKLWHFWLVPDUULHG
apparently, to Amanda – the name of my wife.
%XWZK\LVDOOWKLVKDSSHQLQJDIWHUDOOWKHVH\HDUV"&DQ,DWOHDVWFODLPWRKDYHVWDUWHGVRPHWKLQJ",GRQ·W
suppose I can.
This entry was posted on Friday, May 16th, 2008 at 1:54 pm

